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Abstract: An innovative algorithm based on a set
of modified co-ordination equations has been
developed, which is claimed to be the fastest algo-
rithm for the solution of the economic load dis-
patch (ELD) problem. Penalty factors involved in
modified co-ordination equations are realised very
elegantly with little computational effort from the
knowledge of a base case fast decoupled load flow
(FDLF) solution using a perturbation technique.
An attempt has been made to account for line
flow constraints in an innovative manner in the
proposed ELD model. The ELD algorithm is
tested on IEEE 14 and IEEE 30 bus test systems
and the results are compared with those obtained
with a classical technique based on exact co-
ordination equations and with some rigorous
mathematical programming techniques. Analysis
reveals that the proposed ELD algorithm based
on modified co-ordination equations is much
faster than the one based on classical technique
using exact co-ordination equations, particularly
for large systems, and hence can be justified to be
the fastest among other algorithms based on
mathematical programming techniques or ELD
solution.

1 Introduction

Economic load dispatch (ELD) pertains to optimum gen-
eration scheduling of available generators in an intercon-
nected power system to minimise the cost of generation
subject to relevant system constraints. Several opti-
misation techniques based on classical, linear program-
ming (LP), nonlinear programming (NLP) and quadratic
programming (QP) have been used in the past for solving
the ELD problem. Among these techniques, the classical
technique based on co-ordination equations has proved
to be the simplest and fastest, but suffers from an inabil-
ity to handle the constraints effectively, and hence has
limited application. The classical technique requires the
solution of a set of co-ordination equations wherein
penalty factors are computed using transmission loss for-
mulation through well known B coefficients [1], general
transmission loss formulation [2] or generation of loss
coefficients using a perturbation technique [3].
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The loss formulation using B coefficients [1] and the
general transmission loss formulation [2] are involved
and time consuming, and are based on several unrealistic
assumptions. Loss formulation via generation of loss
coefficients using a perturbation technique is more exact
and computationally less involved, and can be updated
online.

To make the classical ELD algorithm still faster, it is
important to explore whether the transmission loss for-
mulation used in the classical model can be dispensed
with. This is feasible with prudent use of modified co-
ordination equations [1].

Unfortunately, the use of modified co-ordination equa-
tions for ELD has not so far found favour with the util-
ities, possibly because the penalty factors associated with
modified co-ordination equations need to be evaluated
through several time-consuming and extensive load flow
solutions. The significance of the present work is to
demonstrate that these penalty factors can be realised
extremely elegantly with little computational effort from
knowledge of an already available fast decoupled load
flow (FDLF) solution using a perturbation technique.

Another significant contribution of the present work is
that it accounts for line flow constraints in the model.

The extremely efficient use of modified co-ordination
equations for ELD, considering relevant system con-
straints, has been demonstrated by applying them to
IEEE 14 and 30 bus test systems. Results are compared
with those obtained by exact co-ordination equations,
the quadratic programming technique [7], the Hessian
method [8], the Ricochet gradient method [9] and linear
programming [10].

2 Economic load dispatch without line flow
constraints

2.1 Exact co-ordination equations
Consider a system having N buses and NL lines. Let NG
buses have sources for power generation. The objective is
to determine the optimal set of generations PGt (i = 1,
..., JVG) to minimise the total cost of generation FT given
by

FT = £ (0.5a, PGf + bL
i = l

subject to:
(a) equality constraints

ct) $/h (1)

(2)
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and
(b) inequality constraints

per1"
where

PG, ^ POT (3)

PL = total system transmission loss
pD = total system load demand

<ij, bf, Cj = cost coefficients of the ith generating unit
(Appendix A).

The solution to the optimum PG, is obtained from well
known classical co-ordination equations (known as exact
co-ordination equations) given, by

BPG,

where

1
- BPJdPGt\

= X; i = 1, NG (4)

X = the Lagrangian multiplier
Fj = fuel cost of plant i

dFJdPG, = incremental production cost of plant i
SPJdPG, = incremental transmission loss of plant i

In eqn. 4, PL is considered as

[NG

E^P

and loss coefficients A, are evaluated from the sensitivity
matrix of the last iteration of a Newton-Raphson load
flow solution in the rectangular co-ordinates [3]. The sol-
ution of exact co-ordination eqns. 4, subject to con-
straints, gives optimum PG values. Gauss-Seidel
technique is used for solving eqn. 4, which reduces to the
form

X-b-.-lA,
j - i

(a, + 2XAf)

where k = number of iterations.

i = 1, NG (5)

2.2 Modified co-ordination equations for ELD
When power is perturbed at the ith bus by a small
amount, keeping P, Q conditions constant at all other
buses except at the slack s, the change in system trans-
mission loss can be expressed as

Also

dPL = dPG, + dPGs

From eqns. 6 and 7,

dPG,
dPGs

From eqn. 4,

dF,

(1 - BPJ8PGJ
' (1 - dPJdPG,)

(6)

(7)

(8)

1
dPG, (1 - dPJdPG,)

i = 1, NG

= X =
dF, 1

dPGs (1 - BPJdPG,)

where s is the slack bus, or

dF, (1 - 8PJBPGS) dFs

~dPG, (1 - BPJdPGJ ~ dPGs

From eqns. 10 and 8,

dPGj\ dFs

= f (say) (10)

(11)

For a limiting case,

dPGs SPS

where P, and Ps refer to bus powers.
The set of co-ordination equations given by eqn. 11 is

referred to as the modified co-ordination equations for
active power optimisation; { — dPGJdPGs) is referred to
as the modified penalty factor (PF,) for the ith plant.
Once these penalty factors are determined, the solution
for optimum PG is trivial, as eqn. 11 can be written

(a, PG, + b,)PFt = n\ i=l,NG

The computational steps for obtaining optimum PGs are
described later.

2.3 Evaluation of penalty factors
With bus 1 as the slack bus, the real power equations for
the fast decoupled load flow (FDLF) algorithm [4] are
given by

(12)

= real power mismatch vector
[A<5m] = bus voltage angle mismatch vector

[B'] = constant real matrix derived from the Y
bus

In the preceding iteration of FDLF the column vectors
[APJVn] and [A(5,J approach zero and [B']"1 is con-
stant and known. If there is a small perturbation at the
ith bus plant generation, keeping P, Q conditions
unchanged at all other buses except at slack, eqn. 12 can
be rewritten as

(13)

—* = [ B ' ] [ A < 5 J ; m = 2,N

where

0

AP,

V,

0

= B'

rA<52~

Ad,

A5N

ffl (14)

(9)
[A(5m] is easily obtained by trivial multiplication of the
ith column elements of already available [B ' ]" 1 with
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scalar AP,/^. Corresponding change in slack bus power
due to perturbation at the ith bus can be found as

(15)APS= —'- [A(5J; m = 2, JV

From eqns. 14 and 15,

T: - * "
(16)

where \_B'icol~] ' is the ith column of the \_B'~\ l matrix.
The penalty factor (-5PJ5PS) for the ith plant is

evaluated from eqn. 16, once the column vector
[SPJdd^ is obtained. This can be obtained from the
slack bus power expression as follows.

, cos (<5S - d J

, s in(5 , -5J] (17)

L=KK.[G« sin ( « . - * .

-Bmcos(6,-6J] (18)
Penalty factors (PFj) = (-dPJdPs) can be found from
eqn. 16 in two ways of evaluating [dPJdd^ from eqn. 18:

{a)\-5,\-V FDLF scheme: In the last iteration of
the FDLF solution, when the solution has converged,
compute [SPJdd^ substituting the latest values of volt-
ages and angles.

(ft) l-<5 scheme: Solve only the P — 5 equations of the
FDLF algorithm until the [AP/F] vector converges.
Only the latest value of voltage angle vector [A<5m] is
considered for evaluating [dPJdd^. The [AQ/
K] = [B"][AK] equations are not solved and thus
voltage magnitudes are not updated. ELD solution will
be much faster using scheme (b) than using scheme (a).

2.4 Computational steps
Step 1: Read the system data, generation cost coefficients,
limits on active power generation, tolerance etc. Evaluate

an initial estimate of generation PGj0' based on equal
incremental cost (bus — 1 assumed as the slack bus s).

Step 2: With these PG|0) values specified except at
i = s, perform FDLF. Find the slack bus generation

01 value and the system transmission loss. Initialise
f s f s

Step 3: Evaluate the column vector [_8PJd5^\, m = 2,
..., N and hence all the penalty factors [ — 5PJ5P^\,
i = 2, NG, using eqn. 16.

Step 4: (a) Solve the modified co-ordination equations
(eqn. 11) and find the new generations except for the
slack bus.

(ft) Check whether differences in two sets of gener-
ations obtained in successive iterations are within a pre-
defined tolerance. If not, go to step 5; else go to step 4(c).

(c) Perform the final load flow. Compute the line flows,
slack bus power and system losses, and total cost of gen-
eration, and print the results.

Step 5: With the available generations solve the P — S
and Q — V equations or only the P — 5 equations of the
FDLF algorithm to find the new slack bus power PG'S
and updated values for [F] and [<5]. Update
// = (/; + fi')/2 where ft' = a, PG'S + bs, and go to step 3.

2.5 System studies
The proposed ELD algorithm has been tested on IEEE
14 and 30 bus test systems. Convergence criteria of
0.0001 p.u. on power mismatches in the load flow solu-
tion and 0.001 p.u. on power balance residual

[ NG

(PGt) -PL-P,•]
and on power generations (PG,) during the iterative
process have been considered. Studies have been carried
out at the Northern Regional Electricity Board, New
Delhi, India on a ZE-330 minicomputer, which is quite
slow.

Results (Table 1) reveal that the cost and loss figures
obtained by both exact co-ordination equations and the
proposed modified co-ordination equations are in close
agreement. Table 2 reveals that the cost figures are also
in close agreement with those obtained with more rigor-
ous techniques, such as the quadratic programming [7],

Table 1: ELD results without line flow constraints

Method used PG, PG2 PG3 /»,„, Cost of Approximate
(MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) generation solution time

(S/h) for ELD

IEEE 14 bus system
1. Base case load flow 210.662
2. Modified co-ordination equations 160.971

using 1 - 6 scheme of
FDLF for PF evaluation

3. Modified co-ordination equations
using 1 - 6. 1 - V FDLF
scheme for PF evaluation

4. Exact co-ordination Equations
IEEE 30 bus system

1. Base case load flow 238.480
2. Modified co-ordination equations 167.878

using 1 - 6 scheme of
FDLF for PF evaluation

3. Modified co-ordination equations 166.317
using 1 -6, 1 -V FDLF
scheme for PF evaluation

4. Exact co-ordination equations 164.559

40.000 20.000 11.662 1156.211 —
76.417 30.971 9.359 1136.631 3

160.796 76.462 31.086 9.345 1136.603 3.5

159.671 68.393 40.050 9.114 1135.927 10

40.000 20.000 15.080 1286.830 —
73.452 52.477 10.408 1244.914 15

74.145 53.253 10.316 1244.856 18

74.259 54.781 10.119 1244.889 73

* Solution time obtained on a slow ZE-330 minicomputer.
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Table 2: Comparison of ELD results (cost in S/h) obtained using several optimisation techniques without
line flow constraints

Sample
system

IEEE
14 bus
IEEE
30 bus

Hessian
method
[8]

1136.40

1242.50

Fletcher's
QP method
[7]

1134.858

1244.197

Ricochet
gradient method
[9]

1136.37

1 246.27

LP based on revised
simplex method
[10]

1133.785

1252.270

Exact coordination
equations

11 35.927

1244.889

Proposed

1 - S, 1 - V
scheme

1136.603

1244.856

technique

1 -6
scheme

1136.631

1244.914

Hessian [8], Ricochet gradient [9] and linear program-
ming [10] methods. The innovative ELD algorithm
based on modified co-ordination equations is computa-
tionally superior to the algorithm based on exact co-
ordination equations because the algorithm based on
modified co-ordination equations has the following char-
acteristics :

(a) Loss formulation is not required, thus saving a lot
of computational time.

(b) Evaluation of penalty factors during the iterations
involves trivial computational efforts as no matrix inver-
sion is encountered at any stage of the computation.

(c) Computation of a new set of generations is direct
and trivial without any recourse to the time-consuming
Gauss-Seidel iterative technique, which is required in the
algorithm based on exact co-ordination equations.

(d) The convergence of ELD solution using modified
co-ordination equations can be made faster by realising
the penalty factors from the P — d set of equations of the
FDLF algorithm. The computational efficiency of the
proposed algorithm becomes more pronounced for large
systems (Table 1).

3 ELD algorithm with line flow constraints

3.1 Problem formulation
Minimise F, subject to:

(a) equality constraints

1VG

£ (PGt) -PD-PL = 0
i = I

(b) inequality constraints

PGf < PG, «S PGT"X: i = 1, NG

and

/j =S IT"; i=l,NL (19)

where
/j = magnitude of current in the ith line

N L = total no. of lines

base load flow solution. Let the line flows be expressed as

JVC

h= Y.(DFijpGj)J=lNL (20)

where
11 = magnitude of current in the ith line

DFtj = distribution factors for ith line (j = 1, NG)

The line flows can also be expressed in terms of bus volt-
ages and line admittances as

/, = {Vj < dj -Vk< 5k)Yseri; j = 1, NL (21)

where Yseri is the series admittance of the ith line con-
nected between buses j and k.

Evaluation of distribution factors: From the base load
flow with bus 1 as slack bus s, the generations PGf\
PGf\ ..., PG}& and line flow /|01 are known. The line
flows can be rewritten in a form similar to that of eqns.
20 as

» = (DFn PG<°> + DFl2 DFiNG PG™)

(22)

To evaluate NG distribution factors, i.e., DFn , DFi2, ...,
DFMG f° r the 'th line, another NG — 1 equations similar
to eqn. 22 are required. These additional equations are
generated through a perturbation technique from BLF
solution as follows.

The real power P — S equations of FDLF are
expressed as

AP2
Ad,

(23)

3.2 Line flow model
Line flow constraints are important for secure operation
of power system. Generalised generation distribution
factors (GGDF) developed by Ng [6] have been used in
various optimisation techniques to consider line flow
limits. However, these distribution factors are computa-
tionally involved and are not exact owing to several
assumptions [6, 7].

In view of the above, an innovative formulation for
obtaining a more exact set of distribution factors DFs has
been proposed, using sensitivity information of the P — 6
equations of FDLF solution available at the end of a

42

A<52

=

( N - l ) x l

B'

_ (W-D(N-l)

v

APN

(24)

In the last iteration of load flow, the column vectors [A<5]
and [AP/K] approach zero and the [fl ']~' marix is
already known.

For a known small active power perturbation AP2 at
bus 2, keeping P, Q conditions at all other buses
unchanged at their base case values except at slack, eqn.
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AP,

0

(25)

The computation of [A(5] is trivial as it is obtained by
multiplying the second column elements of the [ft'] '
matrix, which is already available, with a single scalar
value of AP2/V2. Once [A5] is available, change in the
slack bus power is directly evaluated as

where superscript 2 denotes the perturbation at bus 2, or

AP<2) = —i [AdJ; m = 2, N (27)

[8PJ88^\ elements are evaluated from expr. 18 with
s = 1.

For perturbation at bus 2, a new set of generations can
be expressed as

jw = PGT + AP<2>

PG^ = PG(
2
0) + AP2

PG^ = PG]t0); k = 3, NG (28)

and the new voltage angle vector [^l2'] is estimated as

[<5L2)] = [<5L0)] + [A<5m]; m = 2, N (29)

With the new [5(^'] vector, the new line flows can be
obtained, using eqn. 21, as

7<2> = (Vj < df1 - Vk < 5i2))yseH; i = 1, NL (30)

With eqns. 28 and 30 another equation for line flow
similar to eqn. 22 can be written as:

(31)

/<2> = (DFn PGf' + DFi2 P&?

+ -+DFiflGPG%G);i=l,NG

Following the perturbation procedure described, per-
turbing the generation at each of the generating buses
(except at slack) one at a time, the following NG equa-
tions are obtained.

AP\2)]

Gf> + APfG)]

PGf
IPG2

O) + AP2]

DFi2
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APNG]

(32)

Eqns. 32 can be written in compact form as:

1[/ i];i = l, NL (33)

Once [P] and [/,] are known, [DFJ is evaluated and NG
distribution factors are evaluated for the ith line. Each
line flow computation requires NG distribution factors
and for NL lines the total number of distribution factors
required to be evaluated becomes JVC x NL. These
NG x NL distribution factors are, however, computed by
considering the base load flow solution, performing
(WG — 1) perturbations on the last iteration of the avail-
able base load flow solution, and solving simultaneously
only NG linear equations of the form of eqn. 32 for each
of the NL lines. The total computational involvement for
NG x NX. number of distribution factors is modest,
requiring mainly one computation of the inverse of a [P]
matrix in eqn. 33 of size NG x NG; this is stored and
used for other lines. Equations similar to eqn. 32 are for-
mulated for each of the NL lines for which [P] remains
the same, and the distribution factors for each of these
lines are evaluated by premultiplying the available [P] "'
to a corresponding current vector [7J for each line com-
puted from a new voltage profile due to each of the
NG — 1 perturbations.

The line flows are computed using these distribution
factors with the help of eqn. 20, which compare very
closely to those obtained from optimal load flow solution
(Table 3).

Table 3: Line flow (in p.u.) computed from distribution
factors and load flow

Line

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

From
DFt

0.30261
0.14543
0.30769
1.00794
0.67433
0.48396
0.54929
0.34777
0.25548
0.59738
0.18401
0.21435
0.03997
0.12038
0.08132
0.19992
0.06351
0.08685
0.02143
0.08585

From
load flow

0.30336
0.14600
0.30925
1.00714
0.67672
0.48569
0.55007
0.34881
0.25671
0.59942
0.18478
0.21703
0.04049
0.12122
0.08153
0.20105
0.06379
0.08725
0.02182
0.08629

3.3 Augmented modified co-ordination equations for
ELD to account for line flow constraints

The modified co-ordination equations (eqns. 11) for ELD
require appropriate changes to account for line flow con-
straints effectively. Solving the modified co-ordination
equations (eqns. 11) gives a set of optimum generations.
Using these generations the line flows are then computed
from eqn. 20 using the distribution factors evaluated
though eqn. 33. It is quite likely that some of the line
flows may violate their constraints. How do we then
handle line flow constraints to obtain a solution using
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such modified co-ordination eqns? To ensure this we
may consider the following approach:

From the exact co-ordination equations given by eqn.
4 we can write

dF,
dPG,

(34)

Solving eqn. 34 subject to constraints on PG, and the
equality constraint by Gauss-Seidel technique using the
algorithm given in eqn. 5 gives optimum generations.
Eqn. 34 corresponds to

dF
dPG,

where

= 0; i = 1, NG

[ /JVC \ " |

FT - ^ £ PG, - P L - POJJ

Let us now consider the set of equations

dF
dPG,

= e; i = 1, NG (35)

where e is a scalar. When £ ^ 0, the generations obtained
from the solution of eqns. 35 are suboptimal; when e = 0
the generations obtained from eqns. 35 are optimal. We
can associate a concept of search area to £. When s has a
specific value, the generations obtained from the solution
of eqn. 35 are suboptimal in the search area e.

Eqn. 35 can be put in the form

dF,
PG,'

dF, 1 £
dPG, (1 - dPJdPG,) ~ (1 - dPJdPG,)

(36)

= * (37)

dF, 1
dPG, (1 - dPJBPG,) (1 - dPJdPG,)

dF 1
~ dPGs (1 - 0PJdPGs)

- BPJdPGs)

i = 1, NG

(38)

dF, (1 - dPJSPGs)
dPG, ' (1 - 8PJ8PG,)

+ s 1 - (39)

For a small perturbation dPG, at ith bus, keeping P, Q
conditions unchanged at all other buses except at slack,

incremental transmission loss is given by the following
expression.

dPL = - i +
dPG,8PG,

Alternatively,

dPL = dPG, + dPGs

From eqns. 40 and 41,

(1 - dPJdPGs)
dPGs ~ ~ (1 - dPJdPG,)

From eqns. 42 and 39

(40)

(41)

(42)

i = 1, NG

i + s (43)

Eqns. 43 are referred to as augmented modified co-
ordination equations to solve ELD problem with line
flow constraints. The terms dPGJdPGs are computed
using eqn. 16.

3.4 Computational steps
Step 1: Read the system data, generation cost coeffi-

cients, limits on active power generations, limits on line
flows etc.

Step 2: Use the equal incremental cost criterion to find
a set of suboptimal generations (PGj0)). Specifying these
generations at the generator buses except at slack,
perform a fast decoupled load flow, henceforth called
base load flow (BLF).

Step 3: Compute distribution factors DF,j for line
flows as discussed in Section 3.2.

Step 4: Initialise the search area £ = 0 and set n =
/i0 = as PGS -V b,. PGS is known from step 2.

Step 5: Evaluate the column vector

and hence all the penalty factors

P J ; i = 2, NG

using eqn. 16.
Step 6: (a) Solve the modified co-ordination equations

(eqns. 43) and find the new generations except for the
slack bus. (b) Check whether differences in two sets of
generations obtained in successive iterations are within a
predefined tolerance. If not, go to step 7; else go to step 8.

Step 7: Solve the P - 5 or P — 5 and Q — V equations
of FDLF to find the new slack bus power (PG'S) and
voltage vectors ([K] and [(5]). Compute // = asPG's + bs,
take the new value of fi = (fi0 + /x')/2 for the next iter-
ation and go to step 5.

Step 8: Compute line flows I' using eqn. 20 and dis-
tribution factors as evaluated from eqn. 33. If /, < /f";
i = l , NL, go to step 10; else go to step 9.

Step 9. Increment £ = £ + Ac to change the search area
for PGS and go to step 5.

Step 10: With optimal active power generations, run a
final load flow and compute the total cost of generations,
system loss and line flows etc.
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